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As city or organization it is your goal to encourage citizens to reconsider their travel choices and 
reduce the extent to which they travel using conventionally fuelled vehicles (CFV).

One proven element to reach this goal it to provide value adding, personal, mobile ICT services 
(apps) that utilize mechanisms (incentive management services) to distribute personalized 
incentives to encourage positive behavioural change and travel decision support for everyday travel. 
Additionally, these incentive management services provide urban stakeholders like cities, transport 
and third party service providers, large employers and local shopkeepers with new tools to enable 
mobility monitoring (floating people data), to stimulate and achieve sustainable travel behaviour 
towards their target groups, to stimulate a healthier way of travelling: in general it will help them to 
achieve their organization’s and/or policy objectives. 

However, the ICT tool is only one aspect of establishing services and campaigns that lead to 
behavioural change. ICT tools have to be embedded in a comprehensive approach that entails 
elements like a mobility strategy, a interaction and communication approach, a marketing approach, 
a business case to justify investments and cost – just to name a view.

Technically it is important to understand that such ICT tools ususally require a back-end and a 
front-end. Back-end services provide the main capabilities (software engines) to incentivize people 
towards behavioural change. These back-end services, the so called Mobility Service Infrastructure 
(MSI), are the backbone for the front-end services that are the main interaction interface with end-
users. Moreover the MSI enables integration or coupling to existing or new 3rd party applications.  
The front-end on the other hand is the web-interface or mobile app that the user will use to 
access and use the services offered.

A view of the EMPOWER MSI below illustrates an open, flexible architecture that integrates 
backend and frontend tiers:

Figure 1: EMPOWER open architecture and MSI framework
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Important questions you need to answer therefore include:

 Approach

o Do we have a mobility strategy in place that also describes the goals for the usage of ICT 
tools?
o Do we have the budget and people to ensure the provisioning of ICT services and the op-
erations that come with the use of the selected tools?
o Do we know the target group and are we sure that the tool-supported use cases are rele-
vant to them (type of interaction, incentivation etc.)?
o Do we have a marketing and communication approach to reach the target group and 
convince them to use the tools?

 ICT tool

o What is the cost for the usage of the tool?
o Does it need to be customized for you to use it in your context? What is the time and 
budget needed for customization?
o How well do the features of the tool match the use case of your user interaction (does it 
exactly fit your purpose or will you use only parts of a complex tool that may be hard for the user 
to undertand)?
o Do you have access to provide user support?
o Do you get the usage data you need in order to derive meaningful analysis?
o Are there standardized interfaces for you to connect with other data sources or tools (e.g., 
integration of bus service time tables)?
o Are the terms and conditions sufficient to ensure that you meet your regulatory require-
ments?
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The table below gives you an overview of features and ICT tool components other organizations 
deemed useful:

Potential Features Functional components to look for 

Detect travel 
behaviour

Multimodal tracker Logbook input

Distinguish target 
groups (employers, 
travellers)

Registration, consent and 
login

Group management

Challenge target 
groups

Baseline determination Show (sponsored) 
challenges

Show improvements

Distribute incentives Incentive overview Messaging

Rewarding Shop My achievements

Localisation Tracker

Buddy matching Find ride share partners

End-user interaction What and how About

Social media 
integration

Invite friends Share results Share challenges

Mobility profiling Foot printing Trip overview Personal impact

Journey planning

Service availability

Look and feel 
flexibility

Settings
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                               Section 2.             Select from available tools 

The apps presented here are aiming to change behaviour in some way or another. Some common 
ways to do so are by raising awareness, such as by comparing other modes of transportation 
to driving the car alone; providing personalised feedback, such as the impacts (e.g., costs, CO2 
emission, amongst others) of choosing a certain mode of transportation; and stimulating social 
interaction, which provide clues of what actions are socially preferred and, therefore, has the power 
to influence people’s decisions. In the end you have to  decide which feature set supports your 
goals in the most effective way.

Section 2.1:  Third party apps

This section presents some third party apps that we have found inspiring enough to be considered 
within the context of the EMPOWER project. It gives an impression of third parties apps that are 
available around us when it comes to influencing (mobility) behavior. Even though we have not 
taken a structured scientific approach to gather these apps, they are quite well-known or common 
apps, which some of their features can potentially be used in this context. That said, the list of third 
parties apps below is mostly a source of inspiration – new solutions pop up constantly and need to 
be considered as well.

1. Changers CO2 (www.changers.com/en/): it supports companies to encourage employees 
to seek more sustainable modes of transport in a gamified manner. Teams (e.g., departments) can 
engage in a friendly competition and be rewarded with redeeming points.

2. RingRing (www.ring-ring.nu): it encourages people to cycle more. It uses a point system for 
each kilometer rode on a bike, namely FKm. The FKms can be exchanged by tangible products. It 
also employs a system to rank users in order to compare one another. 
 
3. Bitwalking (www.bitwalking.com): it encourages people to reduce vehicle use and walk more 
instead. Users are rewarded with Bitwalking dollars (BW$) — a digital currency similar to Bitcoins 
— which can be exchanged by tangible products.  

4. CleanSpace (our.clean.space): it provides information about how clean the air around the 
user is. It also calculates how clean users’ journeys are and it rewards them with redeeming points.

5. Pact (www.pactapp.com): it employs behavioural economics principles (e.g., loss aversion) to 
keep users committed to their pacts. Users who successfully change their behaviour (e.g., exercise 
more) earn real money, paid by users who break their pacts.

6. Google Maps (maps.google.com) / Rome2Rio (www.rome2rio.com) / Citymapper (www.
citymapper.com) / Ally (www.allyapp.com) / RideScout (www.ridescoutapp.com): these are all-in-
one transport planners. They provide information (e.g., duration, costs, schedules, transport modes) 
about how to get users from point A to point B. Some of them also provide real time transit data.

7. Moves (www.moves-app.com): it is a self-tracking app that displays statistical data (e.g., 
calories burned) of any walking, cycling, and running activity one may do. 
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  8. RunKeeper (www.runkeeper.com) / Endomondo (www.endomondo.com) / Strava (www.
strava.com) / Google Fit (www.fit.google.com) / 7 minutes (www.7minworkoutapp.net) / Fitocracy 
(www.fitocracy.com) / Sports Tracker (www.sports-tracker.com) : these fitness-tracking apps 
envisage motivating people to get and stay active (e.g., running, cycling, working out). Some 
motivational methods used are social networking, performance feedback, encouragements (e.g., 
rewards or praises) and personal training programs.  
 
9. Lyft (www.lyft.com) / UberPool (get.uber.com/cl/uberpool/) / Carma Carpool (www.
carmacarpool.com) / BlaBlaCar (www.blablacar.com) / Ridescout (www.ridescout.com) UbiGo 
Switchh (www.switchh.de) / UbiGo (www.ubigo.se): these apps exploit the ubiquity of the 
smartphone to enable people to better organise carpooling and ridesharing. Users can pinpoint 
exactly where they would like to be picked up and they can visualise where their ride is at the 
moment. Novel attempts also exist to combine different modes of transport and incentivize their 
combinations, such as the project of UbiGo on the Commute Greener platform. 

10. Burn Fat Not Fuel (www.burnfatnotfuel.nl): it encourages commuting to work by (e-)bike 
while rewarding behavioural change by providing a financial incentive as well as by giving feedback 
on health improvement, cost reduction and sustainability.

11. Love to Ride (www.lovetoride.org): it envisages encouraging people to cycle more by means 
of promoting local cycling initiatives as well as information about the benefits of cycling. Users can 
track their rides, receive positive messages or information on routes to be taken. 

12. Moet Ik Rennen? (www.moetikrennen.nl): a Dutch spin-off app that informs whether or not 
to start running to catch any public transport (e.g., bus or tram).   

13. WeerMeister (www.weermeister.nl): a discontinued Dutch spin-off that informs whether it 
will rain on one’s regular routes.

14. Ingress (www.ingress.com): a successful GPS-based game that transforms the real world 
into a virtual landscape for a global game competition. Players have to physically move around to 
perform certain actions at different places.

15. Calendar 42 (site.calendar42.com): it suggests appropriate departure times for scheduled 
appointments based on up-to-date traffic conditions.  
16. Metropia (www.metropia.com): is a mobile app system that rewards commuters for 
choosing better routes to help reduce and eliminate traffic congestion.

17. Varärbussen? (www.vasttrafik.se):  an alternative way of light travelplanner as it shows 
realtime where current buses are and where they are going, therefore providing travelers with 
easier choices. 

18. Aurat kartalla (www.auratkartalla.com) / Moovel (http://www.moovel.com): example of 
realtime information that helps people to plan and choose their travel mode, including suggestions 
about what cycling pathways have been cleared of snow, for instance, and when.
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                               Section 3            Tools supported and used by the EMPOWER consortium

This chapter describes the value adding, personal, mobile ICT Front-end services (apps) that have 
been provided and used by the Empower consortium.
In the following two sections we describe the SMART and CommuteGreener Front-end solution 
set in more detail. The described technical building block made available by these tools capture and 
provide valuable experience and know-how on organisational, methodological and technical aspects 
of traffic and mobility initiatives featuring innovative information and communication technologies, 
applications and services. 

As both SMART and CommuteGreener provide an advanced and rich approach towards 
stimulating behavioural change, with the zwitch tool EMPOWER has also provided a state-of-the-
art, yet simple and quickly deployable Front-end service that can serve as a easy-entry option for 
less complex use cases. 

Section 3.1:  SMART

SMART (Self-Motivated And Rewarded Travelling) is a free App for iOS and Android phones. SMART 
helps users to travel smarter and more environmentally aware. For example, by avoiding traffic jams 
or by choosing a different mode of transport. SMART focuses on optimising travel behaviour in a 
human-centred approach.  The target groups that SMART covers include commuters, city visitors, 
event visitors and shoppers.  SMART offers for these target groups:
• Insight into personal travel behaviour
• Personalised transport options
• Support for  ‘good’ travel decisions
• Rewarding of ‘good’ behaviour

The main objective with SMART is to reach a win-win situation between individual life styles and 
associated travel behaviour, and societal challenges and city goals.  Therefore SMART registers 
and analyses the travel behaviour of the SMART user in a 24x7, multimodal way and responds to 
the user with personalised advice, challenges and rewards. To deliver these capabilities,  SMART is 
supported on the one hand by the MoveSmarter sensing engine, which is integrated in the App and 
provides travel behaviour (GPS based track-and-trace) measurement functionality and on the other 
hand by the MoveSmarter mobility services infrastructure, which provides analysis, feedback and 
rewarding functionalities.



                       Section 3            Tools supported and used by the EMPOWER consortium
SMART informs, makes travellers aware and nudge them to choose the better travel option. A 
typical commuter oriented use case scenario is illustrated in the following figure. In the use case 
the commuter shows habitual behaviour using the car to get to work although the commuter is 
aware that a traffic jam situation is likely to happen during rush hour travel. 

Section 3.2: Commute Greener 

Commute Greener is a free facebook app for Desktop, iOS and Android running on the 
EMPOWER mobility services infrastructure and tapping into the facebook community as potential 
users (with 1,5 billion active users in November 2015).

Since 2009 Commute Greener captures and provides valuable experience and know-how on 
organisational, methodological and technical aspects of traffic and mobility initiatives featuring 
innovative information and communication technologies, applications and services. Its apps have 
been utilized by major global cities, communities and cooperations to create awareness and ignite 
behavioural change amongst citizens, employees and other user groups. Partners and customers 
include cities like Gothenburg or Mexico City, communities like WWF and European Mobility 
Week or corporations such as Keolis and Vattenfall.

The general idea of Commute Greener is to enter your normal commuting pattern as a baseline 
and then to make improvements against your baseline. Commute Greener does thus not make 
use of automated tracking and improvements need to be manually reported by the user once they 
occur.:
• By making improvements the user 
• gains incentive points
• contributes to sponsored challenges
• raises his/her social reputation by charing with other users 
• becomes aware of the impact his/her improvements make (CO2 reduction and other   
 indicators)
• By making use of his/her commuting routes the app can also suggest
• ride share partners
• public transport alternatives (time tables)
• traffic information
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Section 3.3 Zwitch

The two tools SMART and Commute Greener capture and provide valuable experience and 
know-how on organisational, methodological and technical aspects of traffic and mobility 
initiatives featuring innovative information and communication technologies, applications and 
services. However, with their breadth of features and specific approaches such solutions also 
require some effort for each city or organization to align their objectives and initiatives in order to 
get a seamless user experience across incentives, tools, services and schemes being used.

However, cities or organisations do not always have the time or resources to introduce such 
powerful and somewhat complex tools. In many cases it just takes a tool for the user to document 
and report his usage of certain modes of transport without further use case integration, alignment 
with actual service operations or incentive redemption. For these cases zwitch provides a lean 
scheme support tool that allows cities or organisations to set up their scheme and give their target 
group an app to report their travel behaviour against this scheme. 

Zwitch comprises of several building blocks:
• (1) Self-service Web front end for cities and organisations to set up their incentive schemes
• (2) App for users to report their travel behaviour against this scheme
• (3) Existing EMPOWER services infrastructure to compute travel behaviour
• (4) EMPOWER services infrastructure extension to administrate clients (cities or 
organisations) and their schemes

To make the adoption “lean” for cities or organisations the tool is not connected or integrated 
with actual mobility services or their supporting IT systems nor with solutions to redeem incentive 
points or coupons. Cities or organisations will get a regular report of “their” users and the points 
or distances those have collected. It is then up to the cities or organisations to manage or redeem 
incentive points or distances.
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Once you have made a decision for a specific tool you have to prepare and ensure readiness for 
launch. 

Activities include:

• Agree commercial terms with the service provider / owner of the tool

• Define terms of usage between you and the user

• Agree scope of customisation and initiate customization project

• Conduct final user acceptance test – including third-party-interfaces if relevant

• Set-up team for operations (user support, community management, reporting etc.)

• Prepare launch marketing activities and incentive shop (if relevant).
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